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Fang rui for human nature more optimistic and for nature human society is not so much a mixed picture but have some pessimistic disappointment but not without
good world and the future the key lies in the global human efforts and struggle
Reporter in the west chinese people without religion or the lack of strict religious beliefs
Fang rui da actually it is a kind of misunderstanding
Reporter atheism how to explain western church have any impact on china such as christmas etc
Fang rui atheism polytheism pantheism life is not a religion for example buddhism buddhism sakyamuni taoism etc chinese buddhism culture is everywhere sun
wukong to obtain buddhist scriptures household widely known celebrating the chinese new year are common method of confucianism buddhism exponents taoism
mohism etc are all in buddhism and mythical thinking elements in the traditional chinese culture has a long history in the huge impact also significant in modern some
europeans and americans did not fully understand china s religious and cultural essence of course buddhist in countries such as china and india also has the very big
difference limited to space but more about modern western religion also into such as catholicism christianity islam and so on in fact the world religions in flow
integrated continuously eastern and western religion and religious philosophy religious culture religious psychological influence each other mutual infiltration west east
also in transmission the world development trend big fusion no wonder reporter the history of the world natural history social history human history is a very
complicated long history so we can predict the future today accurately say 1000 5000 10000 100000 1 million 10 million 100 billion the earth the moon mars jupiter
and other stars area the big scale space the development of human nature and the universe s change and ending news media and some experts and scholars have put
forward various pessimistic or optimistic hypothesis guess and prediction from your personal professional field and perspective do you have any different opinions or
predict
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